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Loading Dr. Rosenthal's best package ever for the NCE, CPCE and advisory comps! This high-end preparation kit includes four key elements . . . everything you need . . . there is nothing else to buy: 1. The new Encyclopedia of Advice 2017, The Authentic Purple Book, 4th Edition... almost 100 pages
more than the previous Special Edition of the 15th Anniversary. This is the best-selling advisory exam preparation guide ever! Yes, this book actually makes the studio nice! Full of 1100 easy-to-understand tutorial questions covering all exam areas. Loaded with test tips and memory devices. Dr. R's
optimistic and humorous conversational style allows this book to be read as a novel, but impart information as a postgraduate text. It includes a new beefier, effective last-minute super-review Boot Camp. 2. Special 15th Anniversary Vital Information and Review Questions 20 Audio CD Listen and Learn
Program. Dr. R created the first original audio exam preparation program in the field, and this is the most powerful update of all time! This remarkable program covers all exam areas and has a last-minute super-review and completes the exam anxiety prevention program. The material is presented in a
totally different way than in the Encyclopedia to make sure that you understand all the key concepts. Many counsellors insist that these entertaining audio CDs cover more material than their postgraduate program! Even more surprising is that many counsellors cried (not a mistake!) when they finished the
program. You just have to read our testimonials and you'll see what we mean. It allows you to transform a traffic jam or a day on the beach into a world-class learning experience. Who knew that exam preparation could be so enjoyable? 3. You will also receive the 360-page Human Services Dictionary . . .
The famous Blue Book with intentionally written definitions to help answer the typical questions you will find in the full exams. Counselors love this gem and you too. The hook of the book is that it makes concepts extremely easy to comprehend. 4. Finally, no more sleepless nights worrying about exam
updates! We've got you covered. You will receive free access to Dr. Rosenthal's Inner Circle with information about the DSM 5, the ACA's new ethics, and more. Nowhere else in the world can duplicate this offer. The best guarantee in the business! The only program that has a better money back
guarantee! If you save at least eight weeks before nce or CPCE and you can document that you haven't passed, simply return the materials in good condition and Dr. Rosenthal will pay you $10 more than you paid for the package. can you make such a powerful offer? Simple, says Dr. Rosenthal, I know
that my valedictorian master's course delivers. $182.00 FREE DELIVERY. No hidden delivery costs. Dr. Howard Rosenthal is not affiliated with NBCC or the CCE. UNITED STATES ONLY HAS TO PROVIDE A STREET WE DO NOT SEND TO POST BOXES! PUERTO RICO JUST Thank you very much
for what you do. I graduated in 2011 and took the exam and didn't pass (lost by a few points). In the meantime, continue my career in mental health. When I took a sabbatical, I tried again a few years later and missed out again by a few points. Here we are in a global pandemic and I was encouraged by
my husband no better time than now to try again. After extensive research in different study guides, I asked for yours and I am grateful that I did! I finally passed! Thank you very much for everything you do! I didn't know this was a weight I was carrying. I feel so accomplished and prepared to help people
on their healing journeys. Aisha from Texas Aisha from Texas I live in the South TC area and have her book and I really like it. I took the exam for the first time in early December and missed the grade by 8 points. I didn't feel prepared enough as I just used the purple Rosenthal book that was fine, but I
know it would have happened if I'd had his book in addition. I finally understand a lot of the research content that in advance was quite weak on. It's been a long time since I graduated with my teachers in school counseling with honors. The thing is, a lot has changed since then! Thank you. Kacey from
Connecticut Kacey Dr. Helwig, my name is Erin, and a few months ago I asked for your material. I am very happy to say that I have passed my test with all your reading materials and your video. I told myself if I pass my test, I go on a cruise! I guess, I'm going on my first cruise this spring! Anyway, thank
you very much for your material. His material was very organized and structured, which helped me understand and clarify the theories and what was relevant! I will recommend your material to anyone who takes the NCE! Again, thank you very much for all your help. Erin from Missouri Erin from Missouri
have previously taken the NCE twice and used rosenthal study and audioguide material. I was so discouraged after receiving two failed scores. I felt I knew the material well and understood the concepts until I bought their study guide in August last year. The format and presentation of your material is so
useful and certainly easy to use. His practice exam was a perfect practice and I think he might have found it a little harder than the actual NCE! I have appreciated that the most important concepts are bold, and the use of explicit and clear examples. It even gave me a sense of confidence that I had
missed it. I took the NCE for the third time yesterday and where three is a charm, it definitely had everything to do with using your study guide. I received a 105 and the cut be an 85. Thank you very much for being my guidance throughout this process – if you were in front of me I would give you a strong
hug! I will definitely share my thoughts and for you and your guide when talking to potential candidates for NCE/CPCE exams. More sincere gratitude. Cary from New Jersey Thank you! Due to the study of his book, I passed the comprehensive advisory exam! I'm so happy! Your book is so easy to
understand! Thank you thank you! Kamilah from Michigan bought the studio guide and DVD a year ago. I passed the CPCE and completed NCE in December with an approval mark of 89. I wanted to thank you. The DVD was very informative. Michael from Illinois passed my CPCE exam with the help of
his book!! Thank you!!!!! Sierra of New Jersey I just want to let you know. I passed the NCE today with a 112. It was a very difficult test. Thank you for your encouragement and your book. I think his structured questions helped give me the confidence to prepare myself for the kind of questions that would
be asked. Again, thank you. Veronica from Pennsylvania took the NCE two days ago. After studying Rosenthal and his material for three months I went into the exam pretty confident, but when I started reading the questions and marking the top five my confidence started to decrease. I was made out that
I felt the test was asking very little information about what I studied. Twelve minutes shy of taking the full four hours I completed my review of the test and presented it with no idea whether it had happened or not (make an impression on my test center and deliver it to you as it comes out). After receiving
the impression I was surprised and pleasantly surprised. I received a 130 in the exam and the approval score was 94! I was pleased and relieved to say the least. His stats coverage was very useful, as there were 3-4 questions that I was able to use my drawing of the bell curve, z-score, t-test, etc. Thanks
for providing an excellent study guide. Janice of Maine passed my NCE exam last Friday. I found your most useful material for me. One of the criticisms I have is that the materials of another person I have studied (not yours) have many answers all the above in their practice exams. In the actual exam I
didn't have any of these. In general, you would choose your material over others because of the similarities in the way questions are presented in practice and in the exam. Thank you, cheers! Bonnie from South Carolina I bought her package and DVD series three years ago and I'm finally using it now.
Disks one and two were very useful. Thanks for making appraisal less intimidating. Elizabeth from Colorado Thanks to her NCE prep DVD and the information I passed on the NCE in July. In his study material he requested comment. His information was punctual and covered all areas. However, I
realized there were several questions about the DSM-5 that I did not expect. I did not study any information about the DSM-5. So I think sticking to your guidance on the other areas was decisive in my passing of the test. Test. Texas Page 2 Very difficult exam! However, this study guide was a wonderful
resource. Booking.com is part of Booking Booking.com and has been staying at the property depending on the state of the accommodation. Anonymous from New Jersey I passed my NCE with a higher score. I used the 7th edition of the study guide. I received my MS in Counselling from Langston
University in Oklahoma. Thank you very much, your material made preparing for the NCE easier for me. Although I also used Rosenthal, I really felt that his study guide helped me better understand the materials. I hope more people will use it to prepare for this exam. Highly recommended!!!! Stanley from
Oklahoma wanted to thank him for his study guide who helped me pass the NCE today. I thought the material was well organized, relevant and easy to use. DVDs were a great addition to my studies and helped enormously with statistics and research portion. The focus on professional advice was also
useful. His care and concern for his students is evident and appreciated. I laughed today, not a single question from Erickson and bet there was 3/4 in the CRC I took in March. Thank you again and I recommend your study guide for anyone taking the NCE. Susan from Texas I took the NCE exam and it
happened! I used the 7th edition of the Study Guide. Thank you for bringing together such a wonderful study and review tool! I have received my master's degree in Counselling from West Texas University A &amp;& M. For our CPCE exam, our teachers encouraged us to use a different study resource. I
hadn't heard of the Study Guide until I moved to Kansas. One of my co-workers felt he was studying for nce and suggested his materials. I asked for the Study Guide and immediately loved the format of the scheme. I also found the test information invaluable, especially where it broke the test into an
estimated number of questions for each of the 8 categories. How nice that the ACA's latest Code of Ethics was included as well as practice exams. I used both practice exams as a way to assess how well I knew the materials. My actual score on the NCE was almost identical to my score on the practice
exam. I contacted my teachers at West Texas A&amp;&amp;; M and I suggested that you start recommending the Study Guide as a resource for students studying for both the CPCE and NCE exams. Thanks again for gathering such a nice resource! I wish I'd known much before!! Melissa from Kansas
has taken the NCE twice before without success. However, Dr Helwig's class, manual and DVD pushed the above the National Standard. Even my weakest areas (Appraisal and Research) were above the standard! I have already recommended this program to others. J. M. of Wyoming Dr. Helwig, Thank
you for your time and dedication to the National Counselor's Examination Guide. I've taken and passed the NCE and I feel like I covered all areas properly. Your practice exam and website for practice exams were Useful too. I studied your guide and Rosenthal, alone, for the exam. His guide helped pull
all the information together in a way that was conducive to an exhaustive study. It was worth buying, and I appreciate the work he compiled. Michele from Georgia just wanted them to know that I used your study guide, studied for about two weeks, last week very intensely, and I passed the CPCE the first
time I left. I found the study guide to be very useful and my results show so much. I don't really know what happened in ethics, I think I was fatigued at the time. I marked all my answers in the test brochure, then at the end of the test moved them to the bubble sheet, which helped save time. Many of the
materials he covered were right in the money as to what to study in this edition. Memorizing the normal curve was extremely beneficial. I bought their DVDs and these were a great tool for me, and I appreciated some of the comic releases I had there. I actually listened to them on a portable DVD player
while doing my 2-hour drive in Fort Hays State. I will use this to study for the NCE as well as graduate in December with my Master's degree in Community Counselling. I know others who have used their study guide with similar success. Again. Thank you very much for providing such a valuable tool!!!
Amy from Kansas Dr. Helwig, as a recent SFASU graduate in counseling and in the last 12 months I have taken and approved the CPCE, NCE and CRC using their Study Guide. And it worked! I used his guide in conjunction with Dr. Arthur's NCE guide, Dr. Howard Rosenthal Vital Info and Review Audio
Program for the NCE, CPCE and state exams. I also used Mometrix flash cards. Your book and DVD workshop were the most useful! Thanks again! Stanley from Texas This is the only study material I have used and I am very grateful to Dr Helwig for making these materials. DVDs really helped reinforce
the information. I'VE BEEN THROUGH IT! Anonymous Maryland Dr. Helwig, I wanted them to know that I passed the NCE license through Texas with a 117 after passing the CPCE with a 100 in July. I used his materials exclusively on the latter and went back to watching the DVDs and took the NCE
practice test this week for the NCE. Almost everything he said would be in the test was including logotherapy. It seemed to be very heavy on the application of all the theories to the different aspects of counseling. I would really highlight this in future conferences. Thanks again. Ed from Texas In general,
he still felt that his workshop and study guide was very useful and I would highly recommend it to other students. As for the test itself, I think it's pure evil! Rob in Michigan I heard that his workshop was worth it. Much of the material you covered had left my memory bank. I particularly liked the most
comprehensive coverage of appraisal and research and evaluation. Evaluation. combines articulated and impressive instruction with a warm and accessible personality. The best benefit for me is that I know what I need to study and I'm much less eager to have to take the exam. Mary in Minnesota Page 3
If I hadn't taken her review course, I'd be writing a very different note. He was right on the money. I remember thinking at first that this is easier than the sample test, I know it will get harder! Again thank you for taking your time and energy to do the review course, it has saved many of us! Debra in Kansas
This was the main source of study for me, along with another book that you suggested, and in addition to watching your DVD. I took the exam 4 months after graduation from a non-CACREP program, passing with 20 left-hand points (the cut was 99, I have 119). I thought I'd let you know. Thanks for the
great study and review advice!! Shawna of Colorado My only preparation for the exam was to attend his seminar and study the Study Guide for 2 months before the exam. It was enough to prepare me to pass on my first attempt. Thank you! Anonymous minnesota His class was all he really needed to
happen. The version I took seemed more simplistic. Your test was more reflective. Joel from Colorado didn't think it would have happened without this workshop and material. It had been almost 20 years since I graduated in psychology counselling. Rosemary in Texas I found your DVD w / Study guide to
be very useful. I graduated in 1981. I was worried that your materials wouldn't be enough. I looked at some other references to clarify some points. I would recommend your Study Guide, especially with DVDs to anyone – even if they have been out of school for a while. Nancy in Colorado Workshop and
the studio were worth my money!! Helwig favorite about Rosenthal. Helwig's guide was simple and organized (and direct). Rosenthal is too wordy for me (and not funny). Workshop was very useful – going through the practice exams and finding the answers in the study guide during the workshop was a
great way to study. One thing – it felt as if I had studied badly because CPCE tried very specific concepts. In general, Study Guide has been the most useful tool in my preparation for CPCE / NCE! Thank you!! Jessica from Colorado passed the NCE exam in October 2010, and now I've licked my study
guide to one of my classmates! I used his study guide exclusively and took abundant notes throughout the program (workshop) that were a great help. While I wish I had decided to take the exam before August, I tried to devote as much time to it as any class I was taking. Maria de I am writing this email to
report my PAS!!! Qualifying in the N.C.E. I took yesterday afternoon. I entered with peace of mind and confidence. In addition, I relaxed as you could to be i took the test with patience and focus. Your study guide was very useful and help build a great foundation for my preparation. I also used the other
resources he suggested: NBCC's Preparation Guide and Rosenthal's Advisory Encyclopedia. Your studio guide along with the DVDs allowed me to feel I was in the classroom with you. I checked them twice and the other resources I used to fill in the middle. I only have one review of their DVDs, not their
studio guide, and i should have added a 4th. On the last DVD it covered very quickly human, social/cultural growth, and helped relationships. I came back on top of them with the studio guide, but the way and the time i spent on the first two DVDs was awesome. You're really a good teacher! I finally
understood research and evaluation clearly for the first time. I wish i had spent this kind of time in the last 30 minutes of the 3rd DVD and just turned it into a 4th DVD. Again I want to thank you for making your studio guide and DVDs available. His instruction and advice for taking tests and studying were
excellent too. I recommend 100% your study guide and DVD as the resource to use to take the N.C.E.! Wallace from Tennessee graduated from Denver Seminary, and took the NCE on our campus April 17 (2011). I took his workshop this spring and used his manual as my only study aid. Praise God, I
passed the exam (passing grade 95, my score 128). As you asked for feedback for your new study guide, I just wanted to let you know that the questions in the exam were much shorter than in the simulation test in the manual. Very small questions, but the manual obviously was of great help to me.
Thanks for your help! Simone colorado DVD material very useful for statistics. Great that when I say I have a w/ useful human answers. Anonymous from Hawaii I know it's been a good time since I received the study materials from you, but time seems to happen quickly now one day. Either way I just
wanted to let you know that your DVD was excellent. I spent a couple of weekends watching them before taking the exam and passed it the first time. In any case, I would highly recommend the DVD and its study guide. The study guide I used was actually one I published many years ago, and I found it
very relevant. Again, thanks and just meant it was an investment worth the money. Louis of Ohio Page 4 All previous students in our program suggested their study guide for nce. My friends and I used it and it all happened! Thank you! Kendall from Missouri Thank you very much for writing this book. I



really do help me prepare. I love how the book is concise and easy to read. Again, thank you. Anonymous from North Carolina I just received my full exam results this morning, and I couldn't wait to tell you I received an approval score!!! Your amazing amazing The guide is the reference point for the
preparation of these exams, invaluable, and so well done. I used it exclusively for my own preparation, then used a few more questions from another book to further use my knowledge of the Study Guide, during the last week of preparation. Stephanie from Colorado Examples and especially clear
language in explaining very useful research tools. Loretta of Maryland took the NCE on 19/08/7 and I'm very happy to say I passed with flying colors. My score was 136 and I credit his study guide with helping me immensely. Thank you for providing such an excellent study material. Deborah in Colorado
The only material I used for my NCE study was her Study Guide and I benefited greatly from her study/test section taking clues/advice. Other significantly useful tips were: Choose a card and stay with it throughout the test when guessing; Be careful with the questions they use, 'always, never, sometimes':
I am not asked the correct answer, I am asked the best answer i am offered. I will recommend your NCE review course and study guide. Roseanne in Nebraska Thank you, I've really found your guide easy to use, an invaluable tool. It's been six years since I finished my counsellor's study. Without it, it
would have been impossible to pass the test. Thank you VERY MUCH! John in Wisconsin Dear Professor Helwig - I just wanted to let you know that I used his study guide and passed the NCE last Saturday (with a score of 133/160). I bought their book and DVD set last fall to prepare for my school
comps. I did well in these, too. For me, the best part of your system is being able to use DVDs to facilitate study. Sometimes picking up a book is a very big deal, but sitting down to watch your video presentation made it easier to start studying. I would also say that your presentation of material in the
Appraisal and Research sections is wonderful – clear and very easy to understand. Suddenly, the things that never made sense to me when I took classes at school were very clear. Now I am convinced that my teachers at the school did not understand the material well enough to be able to present it in
an understandable way. And your test-making tips are also extremely useful. For the record, I also used Howard Rosenthal's ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF ADVICE in preparation for the exam. The combination of the two systems is unbeatable. I like the repetition of information in your material. I have
recommended your book and DVD to others and will continue to do so. Karen from Missouri Thank you very much for your hard work in creating an excellent study guide for the NCE. I just took tacoma and it happened! I'm not filling out the form, but I'm giving you the following comments. I have valued his
very useful materials all the way through the instrument. You've been with me constantly for weeks. Your guide the only one I used. I am a 59-year-old master's degree therapist in private practice. The other person who took the exam studied Rosenthal. When I left I was still working on it. Thanks a million!
Maureen from Washington just wanted to let you know that I just took the NCE last Wednesday (4-20-11) and IT HAPPENED!! This was my second time taking the test. I used his DVD's and read through his study guide. I graduated in 2005 so you can imagine how long this has been a burden for me. I
tested numerous studio materials, including Rosenthal (which was incredibly overwhelming, if I could add), but they weren't nearly as good as your information (money well spent!!). I want to specifically thank you for the time and energy you have dedicated to getting counselors to pass the NCE!! What a
great job you do (along with your many other achievements)!! Jennifer from Louisiana First of all, I mean I'm getting ready to take my NCE this coming Saturday and that, by far, her material is the best I have! I'm glad I ended up getting the study guide too after all! I'll take the CPCE later this month too!!
Virginia Renata Thanks to its 6th Edition of the Study Guide and DVD I successfully approved my CPCE in October and recently received my Master's degree in Human Development Advice from the University of Illinois in springfield's accredited CACREP advisory program!!!!! Thank you! Michelle of
Illinois Page 5 wanted to let you know that I found her study materials to be of great use because I passed the NCE on my first attempt with a score of 117. This year's average was 110.83 with a standard deviation of 16.83. Most of the questions this year were about helping relationships (36 in total) and
professional ethics (29 in total), although I have to say that while taking the test most of all I spoke to really felt I was heavy on the race (20 in total). I'm not sure what the test itself is about that makes you feel that way, but at first glance it seems to move in a career direction that's extremely misleading.
Anyway thank you again for the way you designed your study guide because it was easy to follow and really went to the heart of what you needed to focus on. Barbara from Maryland I've been out of the workforce for 4 years and needed to take the NCE since I moved and my LPC wasn't transferred. I
was nervous about the exam, but your guide was great! I felt very prepared and was happy to have a guide to study. Good clues/tips on what to focus on and helped me in areas I knew needed more work! Thank you! The areas of appraisal and research were more useful to me, as be the practice exam.
Caroline from Connecticut I'm writing to thank her for her exam preparation book, as it has helped me a lot with my preparation for COMPS and NCC exams. I am very happy to report that I am finished with COMPS and NCE. Nce. thanks so much for the wonderful book and DVD's I owe (hopefully)
passing the exam to! I wanted to comment on my experience with the book and the exams. I found the NCE surprisingly easy and simple, as well as asking questions that seemed to come straight out of his book. Colorado Landry GREAT STATISTICS PRESENTATION REVIEW AND NEW
INFORMATION TOO! Thank you for explaining things so clearly that I have never understood so much in my EM and PhD statistics! RH from Pennsylvania to North Carolina, you only get two attempts at the exam and if you fail the second time, you have to reapply that's not the easiest process. The fear
of failing again and having to wait almost another year to get my licence was overwhelming. I found your studio guide on Amazon. I resumed the exam and passed it!!! Improved by 30 points!! He was a life saver and provided a lot of information that was not in the Encyclopedia, but was covered in the
exam. The study advice, the practice exams, the ACA Code of Ethics and most importantly the research and assessment information was exactly what helped me pass the exam. I'm so grateful that I found your study guide. It was a blessing!!! Missy of North Carolina GREAT STATISTICS
PRESENTATION REVIEW AND NEW INFORMATION TOO! Thank you for explaining things so clearly that I have never understood so much in my EM and PhD statistics! RH from Pennsylvania I found your easy-to-use study guide, an invaluable tool. It's been six years since I finished my counsellor's
study. Without it, it would have been impossible to pass the test. Thank you VERY MUCH! John in Wisconsin Send his own success story by email dr. Helwig to ahelwig@sprintmail.com. ahelwig@sprintmail.com.
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